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– a brief note



Normalisation for alignment

• Alignment of  the transcribed texts is a crucial step in digital 
stemmatology; it takes place before converting the (aligned) text 
into a string of  characters that will be processed further.

• Alignment can be influenced by linguistic variation (orthographic, 
morphological, syntactic); therefore, some kind of  normalisation is 
usually carried out by the editor.
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Normalisation as an instrumental process

“Normalisation” in the context of alignment is not equivalent to
normalisation that happens in transcription.

Editors can transcribe orthographic variation because they consider it
important to be preserved in both the transcription and the collation output.
However, […], they may want to normalize orthographic variation because
they do not want it to influence the alignment. In that case they need to
normalize their tokens before inputting them in the collation software.

(Bleeker, Elli. Mapping invention in writing: digital Infrastructure and the role of the
editor. 2017, 94)
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Before normalisation

After normalisation



Open issues

Albeit only «instrumental», normalising for text alignment:

• can be extremely difficult, especially when an orthographic standard is
lacking;

• is always time consuming (the process potentially involves all the linguistic
layers in a text: orthographic – graphemic, spelling, numbers; punctuation;
morphological; lexical; synctatical)

• requires a lot of  work on the input, especially in specific, though not
unusual cases such as multilingual alignment (e.g. in case of  different
scripts, a part of  speech identifier can be used as the shadow 
normalisation property of  the tokens).
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Questions

• How can we keep this instrumental normalisation process to a 
minimum?

• To what extent do the choices made by the editors at the alignment
level affect the stemmatological output? Some (e.g. syntactic level) 
seem quite arbitrary.
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